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Chapter - 19 Our Environment and Pollution
A. Tick ( ) the correct option:

1. Water, soil and air are

a. Man-made resources

b. Natural resources

c. None

Ans. b. Nature resources

2. Bathing animals in river and ponds causes

a. Water pollution

b. Air pollution

c. Noise pollution

Ans. a. Water pollution

3. Loud sounds are called

a. Noise

b. Music

c. Peace

Ans. Noise

B. Fill in the blanks with correct words from the lesson:

1. The sound produced by loud speaker causes  pollution.

2.  is an important part of our environment.

3. Adding harmful substances to air, water and land makes the  dirty.

4. Mainly pollution is of three types ,  and .

C. Very Short Answer Type Questions:

1. Who has provided us natural things?

Ans. Nature has provided us natural things.

2. Who causes water pollution by washing clothes on the river banks?

Ans. People cause water pollution by washing clothes on river banks.

3. What should we plant to clean the air?

Ans. We should plant trees to clean the air. 

D. Short Answer Type Questions:

1. What do you mean by natural resources? Write names of some.

Ans. Natural resources are things we cannot live without, such as air, water and soil.

2. Why should we use natural resources with care?

Ans. We should use all natural resources with care. Our life on earth depends on them.

E. Long Answer Type Questions:

1. What are the various causes of air pollution?

Ans. Causes of air pollution: Smoke from vehicles and factories, burning of garbage in 

open places.

2. What are the various causes of water pollution?

Ans. Causes of water pollution: Dirty sewer water let out into rivers, waste water from 

factories and garbage dumping.

3. What are the various causes of noise pollution?  

Ans. Causes of noise pollution: Bursting crackers, loud music, vehicle honking, using 

loud speakers outside worship halls, etc.
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